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Lara Atkin (UCD)
Negotiating Settler Identities through the Imperial Print Network: The Case of the
South African Commercial Advertiser and the Quarterly Review
This paper takes as its example a textual dialogue on emigration to the Cape Colony that
emerged in the pages of the London Quarterly Review and Cape Town’s South African
Commercial Advertiser during the 1820s between John Fairbairn, editor and lead writer for the
Advertiser, and John Barrow, Second Lord of the Admiralty and prolific contributor to the
Quarterly. It examines the ways in which the trans-national circulation of newspapers and
periodicals across the British Empire in the early-nineteenth century enabled colonial
newspaper editors to both write themselves into metropolitan discourses on emigration and
colonial administration, and to situate themselves within an increasingly global, anglophone
media ecology through which new forms of colonial self-imagining could be articulated and
tested.

Elleke Boehmer (Oxford)
Thinking from the South c. 1870: Methodologies
The paper will offer a series of literary, cultural, and historical reflections on the experience of
global ‘southness’ in the ‘high imperial’ late 19th century. These reflections will build on
concepts of ‘Suez discourse’, centred on post-1870 Indian travellers moving west, that I
developed in previous research, and will combine with ideas of transcontinental and marginmargin circulation in the late 19th century (of people as well as goods, including books).
Looking at short fiction by Katherine Mansfield, Henry Lawson and Rudyard Kipling, the paper
will consider how southern lands represented and interpreted themselves in relation both to
northern lands, and to one another. What distinguished the southern hemisphere at the time–
its climates, geographies, or temporality; its vast oceans or its distance from the powerful
global centres? How did the south exceed, if at all, the powerful models that the north
introduced to it? And how did literary writing contribute to defining this?

Tanja Bueltmann (Northumbria)
Ethnic Associations as a Diaspora Structures: The Case of the Scots in
Australasia, c1820 to 1870

Migrants from all constituent nations of the UK have shown great zeal in forming a broad range
of associations throughout the world, from masonic lodges to book clubs. The Scots have
been amongst the most prolific, and often the earliest, having establishing ethnic clubs and
societies since earliest migratory movements. The Scots were, in fact, as the Belfast NewsLetter noted in 1888, an ‘association-forming people’. Their ethnic associations are vital,
therefore, to our understanding of how the Scots negotiated their ethnicity overseas, but also
how that ethnicity fed into and shaped social structures in diverse locations around the world.
This paper examines the establishment, evolution and roles of Scottish ethnic associations in
Australia and New Zealand from c1820 to 1870. The Scots accounted for 15 per cent of
Australia’s UK-born migrants, and made up nearly a quarter of all UK-born migrants to New
Zealand. This makes them the third largest migrant group after the English and Irish in
Australia, and the second largest after the English in New Zealand. These numbers become
even more remarkable when considered in relation to the Scots’ population share in the UK,
which had decreased from around 15 per cent in the eighteenth century to 12 per cent in
1901, and then continued to decline further. The Scots were thus overrepresented in the
Antipodes in terms of their population share within the British Isles, and especially so in New
Zealand.
It is within this wider context that the paper explores how, as such a prominent group, the
Scots positioned themselves through their ethnic associational culture. In particular, the paper
will focus on establishing why the promotion of Caledonian Games—a leisure activity—was the
main motor of Scottish associational culture in Australasia. This marks it off from developments
elsewhere, for instance the United States, where philanthropy lay at the heart of activities. The
argument advanced is that while the proliferation of Scottish associations in the US coincided
with the arrival of large numbers of Scots who were in need of financial and general living
assistance, the bulk of migrants to Australasia arrived later and were of a different background
—generally better educated and reasonably well-to-do—with occupational upwards mobility
thus a real possibility, and benevolence, therefore, much less in need. Consequently, many
Scottish ethnic associations made little effort to establish their own benevolent branches or
committees, restricting their activities to donations to other charitable institutions. Some
exceptions are traceable in Australia, where settlers arrived earlier and were from poorer
backgrounds—differences that emphasize the importance of the timing of migration for the
development and roles of ethnic associational culture. Finally, the paper also examines ethniccivic interstices to discern the wider appeal of Scottish clubs and societies, offering a
categorization of the functional tiers of Scottish ethnic associationalism, their distinct user
groups, as well as the types of ethnic associational activism that underpinned the main
associations. In so doing the paper advances the idea that ethnic associations are diaspora
structures, and thus, a measure of diaspora.

Manu Samriti Chander (Rutgers)
Brown Australia: Colonialism and Racial Ambiguity, 1850-1890
Addressing an imagined English audience in 1892, the Australian poet Henry Lawson writes:

The writer wishes to state, for the benefit of the majority of the English
people, that Australians born of Europeans have been called ‘natives’ for
many years. Also that Australians are not all black, or even brown, neither are
they red. Likewise, that the progeny of Marster ‘Jarge’ or ‘Willum’ as went
‘abrard’ and came to Australia, are not necessarily little savages, unless,
indeed, the Master Jarge or Willum aforesaid happens to live with a black
gin. (“The Southern Scout: or, The Natives of the Land,” n. 1)
The fiercely nationalistic and often sardonic Lawson illuminates the racialized logic of
exclusion that colonial poets faced. Systematically subjected to laws of taste that they were
nevertheless prohibited from shaping, poets such as Lawson were effectively blackened,
browned, and reddened. Lawson’s racist attitude toward the “black gin”—among other groups
—can be understood as a consequence of this process, a means of asserting whiteness by
differentiating the European-descended “native” from those whom colonial writers deemed
real racial others.
This paper argues that Lawson’s claim is symptomatic of an understanding of race as an
essentially ambiguous concept in nineteenth-century Australia. As I argue, “ambiguity” is a
matter of movement. It comes to us from the Latin verb ambigere, “driving hither and thither,”
as the OED puts it. To speak of “racial ambiguity,” then, is not to suggest that the question of
race is simply hard to pin down, but that it can’t be pinned down—it must be understood as a
mobile, errant, and radically contextual. My paper thus seeks not to disambiguate “race,” but
to track the way race moves, wanders, and errs across the British Empire, from metropole to
periphery.
Toward this end I situate Lawson’s work within the broader discourse of race as it unfolds over
the course of the nineteenth century. Where critics have suggested that Lawson’s attitudes
coincide with a formalized state-sanctioned racism visible in the White Australia policy of the
twentieth century, I argue that he shows us a more ambiguous understanding of race, one
intimately tied to nineteenth-century attitudes toward Europeans and Native Australians of nonEuropean descent. In short, I suggest that, prior to White Australia, Australian literature existed
in a space of uncertainty I term “brownness.”

Esme Cleall (Sheffield)
Blind Knowledge: Tilly Aston and the Beginnings of Braille Publishing Cultures in
Late Nineteenth-Century Australia
Using the early life and writings of Tilly Aston (1873-1947) as a focal point, this paper asks
what it means to take a blind person as a centre of our analysis in thinking about literary
cultures and the history of reading in late nineteenth-century Australia. Aston was a rigorous
campaigner and activist for the rights of blind people. Born with visual impairments and
completely blind by the age of seven, Aston was introduced to Braille as a child by an itinerant
missionary, Thomas James, who had lost both eyes and an arm in a mining accident. The

experience was revelatory, opening up access to a new world of literary culture and, after
studying at the Melbourne Asylum and School for the Blind, Aston went on to become the first
blind Australian to enrol at University. But access to Braille books was a major obstacle. In
1894, Aston co-founded the Association of Braille writers (later the Victorian Braille Library), an
organisation dedicated to the production and circulation of Braille literature. This became an
important institution through which blind people came together to mobilise politically as well as
being a key publisher of literature for the blind well into the twentieth century. The following
year, Aston founded the Association for the Advancement of the Blind which was key in
securing rights for blind people including the right to vote and the removal of the
discriminatory bonds blind people faced on movement across state boundaries in Australia.
This paper is part of a wider project that makes the case that using disability as a lens offers
new perspectives on our understanding of the British Empire. Here I argue that literature,
literary cultures and publishing institutions were key to a process of identity formation by which
blind people came to be recognised as both a coherent group and as one that could
contribute, intellectually, socially and politically, to the development of colonial societies. I
argue that whilst ‘knowledge’ about the blind became increasingly widespread in this period,
with representations of disability an important element of public discourse, it was a knowledge
that was contested and over which blind people themselves were increasingly keen to take
ownership.

Deirdre Coleman (Melbourne)
Walter D. Dodd: natural history collecting in the ‘deep north’
This paper is a small, historical part of a larger project exploring the legacies of Romantic
natural history shaping today’s explosion of Nature writing. Walter D. Dodd (1891-1965) was
an Australian entomologist and field naturalist from far north Queensland, the son of F. P. Dodd
(1861-1937) who played a key role in bringing Queensland’s insect life to the attention, not just
of southeast Australia but to the rest of the world, selling thousands of tropical insects to
wealthy clients and museums overseas. In 1935 Walter published a series of 32 newspaper
columns in The North Queensland Register entitled ‘Meanderings of a Naturalist’. These
jocular, nostalgic, and blokey reminiscences about the northern frontier’s so-called ‘bad old
days’ recall his life in the bush with buffalo hunters, pastoralists, anthropologists, and
aboriginals, presented in a format which strikes us today as deeply racialist. The newspaper
columns also reveal a complex and disturbing aspect of our colonial past: the link between
natural history and the collection of Aboriginal remains during the heyday of scientific racism
in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. My paper asks what it means when so-called
‘primitive’ people are relegated to the natural history domain. I would also like to re-visit the
concept of the ‘dying race’, linking 19th-century predictions of extinction to earlier literary
themes of the ‘dying Indian’. Finally, I will end with some reflections on repatriation, and the
powerful debates which swirl around this topic.

Sarah Comyn (UCD)
Literary Sociability on the Goldfields: The Mechanics’ Institute in the Colony of
Victoria, 1854-1870
During his address at the inauguration of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute in 1859, Dr
Kenworthy stated that “all men were bound together by a bond of social responsibility” and
that “the healthy progress of our community depended in no small measure on the character
of our literature, and therefore on the establishment of Mechanics’ Institutes”. Examining the
connections between the social and economic aspects of mechanics’ institute in their goldrush settings of colonial Victoria, this paper situates literary sociability at the heart of the
mechanics’ institutes function. Through an analysis of newspaper reports and the surviving
archives of five gold-rush era institutes, it demonstrates how events like popular readings,
lecture series and soirées worked not only to create a cohesive community in a mixed gender,
mixed class, and cosmopolitan society, but also to lend respectability to the economic fabric
of the goldfield towns.

Nikki Hessell (Victoria U of Wellington)
Mōkena and Macaulay: Cultural Geographies of Poetry in Nineteenth-Century
Aotearoa
In his famous formulation of a fallen London, in which “some traveller from New Zealand shall,
in the midst of a vast solitude, take his stand on a broken arch of London Bridge to sketch the
ruins of St. Paul’s,” Thomas Babington Macaulay reimagined both literal and cultural
geographies in a way that placed Māori at the heart of the British empire. In 1840, the term
“New Zealander” referred not to all residents of the islands of New Zealand, but rather to Māori
as the sovereign people of Aotearoa. Macaulay’s image productively distorted historical
timeframes, locations of power, artistic traditions, and racial hierarchies. His Māori figure was
mobile, traversing not only the geographic space between England and Aotearoa, and the
temporal space between the flourishing empire and its inevitable fall, but the cultural space
between indigenous and European art forms. Macaulay was able to articulate his thinking
about past, present and future, via the idea of a mobile Māori.
This paper examines a radically different but corresponding phenomenon, in which
Macaulay’s verse was used to articulate the cultural, literary, and political aspirations of
nineteenth-century Māori. Here, it is Macaulay who is mobile and exotic, his texts reaching
Aotearoa and undergoing various translations, appropriations, and reinterpretations. The
paper centres around the Ngāti Porou rangatira (chief) Mōkena Kōhere (? – 1894), a leading
figure in the politics of late nineteenth-century Aotearoa, and the way in which Kōhere’s words,
actions, and legacies were framed via lines from Macaulay’s poems. It treats poetry generally,
and Macaulay’s poetry in this instance, as a literary example of what the legal historian Mark
Hickford has called “portals of communicability” in Aotearoa’s nineteenth-century colonial
relationships.

Poetry forms a key element of Māori rhetoric and diplomacy, an element that was both utilised
in and modified by the experience of colonisation and the need to communicate in a new
literary and diplomatic language. This paper reads the merging of Mōkena Kōhere’s words
and biography with Macaulay’s verse as part of a wider diplomatic effort by his hapū (subtribe) Te Whānau a Rerewa to secure their lands from the 1860s onwards. This effort drew
Macaulay’s symbolic language and notions of history into conversation with key Māori
concepts of land and ancestry. It repurposed Macaulay’s verse as a site to reimagine
timescales, histories, languages, and geographies, just as Macaulay himself had done when
he placed a “New Zealander” at the centre of a reimagined metropolis.

Anna Johnston (Queensland)
‘On the pianoforte of every lady in the colony’: Eliza Hamilton Dunlop,
Humanitarian Poetics, and Settler Colonial Knowledge Production
In 1842, the sheet music “The Aboriginal Mother” was advertised for sale in the Australasian
Chronicle. The advertisement declared: “It ought to be on the pianoforte of every lady in the
colony.” With lyrics by Eliza Dunlop and music by Isaac Nathan, the sheet music reproduced
Dunlop’s controversial 1838 poem about the Myall Creek Massacre, with a brief account of the
massacre and Aboriginal language terms glossed. It was dedicated to Lady Gipps, wife of the
Governor. This paper analyses the publication history and reception of Dunlop’s best-known
poem within broader questions about humanitarianism, print culture, and knowledge
production in settler colonial contexts. It takes up Dror Wahrman’s call to subject the distinctive
claims made for settler colonialism to serious consideration in the fields of language and
culture.
Eliza Dunlop was a child of empire, born in Ireland to an Ulster Scots Protestant family, and
brought up by her grandmother after her father and older brothers joined the Irish diaspora in
India. With her second husband David and their children, she arrived in New South Wales only
weeks after the ‘Australia Day’ massacre of 1838, a punitive expedition of mounted police led
by Major Nunn to suppress Kamilaroi resistance on the northwest frontier, in which over 40
Aboriginal people were killed. They lived in Sydney during the trials and execution of the Myall
Creek perpetrators for the murder of about 30 Wirrayaraay people. This abrupt introduction to
the vicissitudes of settler colonialism and cross-cultural violence clearly influenced Dunlop’s
literary work and prompted her interest in Indigenous culture. This interest extended into
linguistic study, and influenced generations within an elite settler colonial family.
Dunlop’s writing evidently shares the Romantic fascination with non-European others. Poetry
was an important genre through which progressive Europeans represented Indigenous
cultures and sought to bring the reader into empathetic engagement, sharing crucial tenets
with humanitarian activism. This was indubitably so in metropolitan literary circles; in colonial
contexts, writers found new source material and literary opportunities. They were also able to
witness the reception of their work by colonial audiences. In so doing, settler artists,
intellectuals, and keen amateurs engaged in important cross-cultural experiments in
knowledge production and exchange. These began in highly contingent local circumstances,

but were global in ambition, and benefitted from the constant traffic of ideas, personnel, and
artefacts around the routes opened up by empire.

Alan Lester (Sussex)
Governance, Ethnography and Cultural Genocide: George Grey in the Southern
Hemisphere
This article suggests that ethnography and colonial governance were constitutive of each
other, and co-constitutive with the construction of an unprecedentedly extensive empire. I
argue that the combination of ethnographic expertise and governmental power was embodied
particularly clearly in the figure of George Grey, who helped consolidate the British settler
colonies, and who also provided the British empire as a whole with a powerful legitimation as a
humane form of rule. The humane-ness of this rule lay in a form of cultural genocide, posited
as the sole alternative to the eradication of entire races. Grey achieved these outcomes
through extensive, and previously unexplored, networks of communication and influence
connecting South Australian, New Zealand, South African and British places, among others
distributed across an imperial terrain. The texts that he formulated and circulated and the uses
to which they were put at these different sites, comprised an extraordinarily potent and
geographically extensive ethnographic-governmental assemblage.
George Grey’s particular articulation between ethnographic research in settler colonies and
the art of governmentality produced a discourse and a policy of assimilation (or what he called
amalgamation). While the relationship between early anthropology and colonial
governmentality, specifically form of indirect rule, has been identified in late nineteenth century
Indian and African contexts, and in more recent American military ventures abroad, Grey’s
ethnographic-governmentality was developed even as British colonization was being effected,
and at the highest level of both colonial and imperial governments. Moreover, Grey’s
ethnography sustained the notion that initial, violent colonisation, mass invasion and
dispossession, was liberal. As Patrick Wolfe has argued, there has been a close relationship
between ethnographic and governmental practice in the settler colonies of North America,
southern Africa and Australasia. The genesis of anthropology is critical to Wolfe’s assertion,
underpinning the recent emergence of “settler colonial studies” as a distinct field of
scholarship, that settler “invasion is a structure not an event” (Wolfe 1999, 2). But the effect of
Grey’s ethnographic and governmental activities, directed at reconfiguring the lives of
individual Indigenous peoples around the projects of the settler state, has as yet been underappreciated even in this body of work. “Amalgamation” entailed both the elimination of
Indigenous society and the transfer of its territory on the one hand, and the duty of care to
Indigenous individuals newly assimilated into settler societies on the other.

James Mulholland (NC State)
Regionalism and the Emergence of Anglophone Literature in Asia

My presentation will argue for the importance of local and regional (not just imperial or global)
registers for understanding Anglophone writing in late-eighteenth-century South Asia and the
Bay of Bengal. Even as we rest our interpretations on the assumption that Anglophone authors
were cosmopolitans circulating themselves and their texts within a networked globe or a “web
of empire,” or as we alter the history of global connectivity by reinserting it into the eighteenthcentury history of the “East and West Indies,” we still tend to ignore the important regional
components and interactions that facilitated the emergence of Anglophone literature in South
Asia. We describe the empire as “British” and its literature as “Anglophone,” but how do the
meaning of these terms change if we employ the more detailed local approaches that have
come to dominate studies of cultural production after the spatial and transnational turns and
with our model of colonialism as contested and constantly re-appropriated? What techniques
did Anglophone authors adopt to understand the overlapping literary publics that depended
not so much on the oceanic relays to Britain, but on regional connections between Indian
Presidency cities and smaller colonial outposts in places like Penang, Sumatra, and Java?
Using methods adopted from translocalism and critical regionalism, I will propose that we
consider eighteenth-century Anglophone Asian writing as a regional literature that was shot
through by the translocal travels of authors into, within, and out of the Indian Ocean world. This
regional literature, I suggest, was dependent on but semi-autonomous from British fashions
and norms that we still assume constitute “British” or “English” literature. Rather than simply
assuming that British India means the “British in India,” I will suggest that India was the anchor
for a wider network of connections among Anglophone literary establishments throughout the
Bay of Bengal and the Melaka Straits, a larger Indian sphere that looked as much toward
Calcutta and Madras as London.
My presentation will highlight the social identities, political history, and practical infrastructure
that made such a regional literature possible in the late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth
century. I will focus in particular on the orientalist William Marsden’s time in Sumatra during the
1770s and the establishment of the Java Government Gazette in Batavia when the British
briefly occupied the Dutch colony between 1811-1816. Both of these archives offer new ways
to think about Anglophone literature in Asia during its crucial period of cohesion and
emergence. Marsden, for example, is typically understood as an orientalist and linguist who
composed the History of Sumatra; it has been rare for literary scholars to examine the poems
and plays that he wrote while he was station at Fort Marlborough in Bencoolen. Similarly, the
Java Government Gazette (JGG), which ran for four years while the British occupied Dutch
Java and its colonial possessions in Southeast Asia, demonstrates the important role of
regional artistic infrastructure for the political aims of Britain’s anti-Napoleonic imperialism in
Asia. In addition to European news, the JGG also included items from numerous Indian
newspapers as well as from those around the Bay of Bengal such as the Ceylon Government
Gazette. As part of this regional affiliation, the JGG also included a poetry column that
demonstrates the unique aesthetic results of Britain occupying another European nation’s
occupied colonial territory. The poetry published in the JGG was submitted from around the
island of Java (not just Batavia) and was at times in Dutch as well as English. Other poems
draw attention to an even more complex English-Dutch-indigenous artistic heritage (perhaps
to satirize it), such as one poem, by a poet named only “Lopes” who speaks Dutch but is

identified as a “brown poet” whose verses imitate a “Samarang Hurly Burly,” likely referring to
Semerang, an outpost from central Java.
Properly integrating such examples into our model of Anglophone literature requires us to
reconceive it as composed — at least in part — of regional constituencies that slip away from
the more systematic coherences that we have created by assuming colonizers always identify
with a national homeland and define themselves by their desire for its fashions and forms. An
expanded geography that pushes its origins far from the Atlantic axis has the effect, I would
argue, of fracturing English literature into component regional parts from its very origin as a
“literature.” These regional constituencies may often share themes and political structures, and
exchange attitudes and personnel. Still, they should not be seen as merely precursors to an
obligatory English or teleologically globalized Anglophone writing, but rather as the centurieslong multi-locational transplantation and re-emergence of what we now term “English”
literature.

Jason Rudy (Maryland)
Poetry, Property, and Indigeneity
This paper is an extension of work I’ve recently completed for a monograph entitled Imagined
Homelands: British Poetry in the Colonies (forthcoming from Johns Hopkins University Press
this November). In this new work, I intent to examine English colonial translations of
Indigenous Australian and Maori song and chant, considering the relation of these texts to
nineteenth-century colonial land-claim disputes.
I will focus in particular on Eliza Hamilton Dunlop’s “Native Poetry,” published 1848 in the
Sydney Morning Herald, and Alfred Domett’s epic poem Ranolf and Amohia (1872), which
itself was inspired in part by George Grey’s Ko Nga Moteatea, Me Nga Hakirara O Nga Maori
(1853), a transliterated volume of “the ancient poems of the New Zealanders” later translated
as Polynesian Mythology and Ancient Traditional History of the New Zealanders (1854).
In very different ways, Dunlop and Domett articulate (through transliteration, translation, and
original composition) the relationship between the land and the Indigenous and Maori people.
Dunlop in particular uses genre and medium as frames for establishing Indigenous land
rights, implicitly connecting Indigenous aesthetic practices to an Irish sentimental, locodescriptive tradition. Dunlop positioned her transliteration and translation alongside British
colonial land-claims in the Sydney Morning Herald. In generically calling to mind Irish
sentimental poetry, her work connects Indigenous Australian colonial resistance to Irish
colonial resistance: genre here implicitly links two cultures similarly laying claim to endangered
land.

Jane Stafford (Victoria U of Wellington)
Costumes, Scenery, Specimens of Literature etc: Collection, Containment, and
Concealment in Mrs Hobson’s Album

Mrs Hobson’s album, or, to give the title on its frontispiece, Costumes, Scenery, Specimens of
Literature etc of the North Island of New Zealand 1841 1842 1843, is a collection of paintings,
drawings, and texts now held in the National Library of New Zealand, Te Puna Mātauranga o
Aotearoa. It was presented to the Library in 1940 by the English descendants of Eliza Hobson,
wife of the first governor, to mark the centenary of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi. The
album had been given to her on her departure for England in 1843, after her husband’s death.
But there is material that antedates that event, and blank pages and obvious insertions
suggest an ongoing, fluid, open-ended process of assemblage – singular, responsive,
personal, mobile.
This paper reads the album as a reflection of and response to the inchoate cultures of midcentury New Zealand: Pākehā and Māori; male and female; military and civil; material and
artistic; devout and transgressive; from the comfortably self-congratulatory to the deeply
unsettled.
From its title-page representation of pre-contact Māori discretely annotated with a fragment
from Othello (“Mislike me not for my complexion …”), to the pictures of the prefabricated,
imported, and newly assembled Government House, the items in the album’s heterogeneous
collection jostle with each other. Registrations of the Indigenous archaic sit alongside tentative
images of European pastoral. Direct addresses – to Mrs Hobson, to Queen Victoria – from
significant contemporary figures in the Māori world contrast with Indigenous subject matter
translated into the romanticised poetic rhetorics of Scott and Ossian. Threaded through the
collection are repressed hints of violence and sexuality – seen in its fascination with Maketu,
the young Māori executed for murder, or in the erotic and personally charged portraits of Māori
women.
“It is impossible”, Maria Edgeworth famously declared, “to draw Ireland as she now is in a
book of fiction – realities are too strong”. Is Mrs Hobson’s album a way in which such “strong
realties” can be collected and contained, their more disturbing aspects present but
concealed? In its formal qualities of the provisional, the eclectic, and the collectively authored,
can the album be seen as a way of sidestepping the need for what Terry Eagleton describes
as “a unifying mode of representation”, while representing the local and the immediate more
accurately than subsequent ideologically charged and rhetorically formulaic versions of
place?

Philip Steer (Massey)
Problems of scale & silence; or, locating the literary critic in the settler empire
If we can for the sake of argument see postcolonial theory as a product of literary scholarship,
it seems by contrast that historians have been doing most of the heavy lifting in making sense
of the settler empire. Recent historical models offer grand and complex narratives of
transnational circulation and flow—of trade, capital, migrants, information—by prioritising
quantitative analysis and economic systems, often within a framework of racial homogeneity.

Literary scholars have thus far struggled to find either objects of study or methodologies
commensurate with this kind of work. Is it even possible at this point for literature to offer
distinctive theoretical insights into the wider settler empire? With reference to Thomas
McCombie’s Arabin; or, the Adventures of a Colonist in New South Wales (1845)—the first
novel published in the colony of Victoria—I argue that the novel offers a unique site for
investigating the settler project’s close relationship between culture, economics, and
environment, as well as providing a crucial means for mediating transnational processes of
cultural formation. At the same time, McCombie’s racial and political silences also highlight the
ethical risks involved in simply following the terms provided by novelists for understanding the
different yet overlapping geographic scales at which the settler empire operated.

Andrew Van der Vlies (Queen Mary)
‘Reading Emerson in the Karoo: Olive Schreiner, Intellectual Networks, and the
(Anti-)Colonial Sublime’
The day I read the essay on “Selfreliance”,
was ^a^ very great day to me unreadable. I always thought I was alone
till then. [….] All my
other friends I grow older than & past; but he is just as much to me
today in London as he was when I was a girl in the pine woods.i

Olive Schreiner’s first published novel, The Story of an African Farm (1883), set in the arid
interior of the Cape Colony in the late 1850s and the 1860s, was ahead of its time by many
measures: a late-Victorian narrative featuring an agnostic heroine who refuses to marry the
father of her child; a ‘colonial’ text that refused to exoticize its setting; a text of great generic
variety that draws on a range of narrative forms and is regarded by some as at least protomodernist. Considered on publication as a new kind of romance that would revivify English
writing, a primer for women’s rights activism, and a significant intervention in religious debates,
it became a publishing phenomenon, selling tens of thousands of copies in the first decade of
publication alone.
Written in the late 1870s while Schreiner, the daughter of German- and British-born missionary
parents, served as governess on a series of hard-scrabble farms in the high-desert Karoo, it
also testifies to the range of reading undertaken by a very unusual young woman, a radical
freethinker with no formal education, and thus also to the circuits through which important
intellectual debates and political arguments spread through the Empire. Schreiner was
reading (amongst others) Mill and Buckle, Darwin and Spencer, Wordsworth and Shelley,
Heine, Goethe, and, above all, Emerson: a character in Story is called Waldo; the pseudonym

i

‘Olive Schreiner to Karl Pearson, 19 November 1885, University College London Library, Special
Collections, UCL, London, Olive Schreiner Letters Project transcription’, Olive Schreiner Letters Project,
https://www.oliveschreiner.org, lines 6-10.

under which the novel appeared was Ralph Iron; Schreiner would write to Havelock Ellis (in
1884) that Emerson ‘is just like a bible to me. It comforts me so.’ ii
What developed from this reading was a highly individual understanding of rights and
responsibilities, gender identity, and spirituality, but one invested too in ideas of universalism—
a commitment to the sympathetic imagination and encounters with the natural world. As I
prepare a new critical edition of The Story of an African Farm for Edinburgh University Press, I
am moved to reflect on how we might, from this moment—of ‘globalization’, crises in the
humanities, economic and environmental precarity, and anxiety about the blindnesses of
Eurocentricism—reconsider the challenge offered by the example of Schreiner’s writing and
reading in the high Karoo, and what it tells us about knowledge systems, imperial print
cultures, networks of reading and reception, and what it means to ‘do’ intellectual work from
the ‘South’.

Kathleen Wilson (Stony Brook)
(Southern) Peripheries Unchained: Anglo-East Indian Publics and the History of
Modernity
Can we talk about a ‘public sphere’ existing in isolated outposts of the eighteenth century
British empire? We can if we acknowledge the extent to which East India Company domains
constituted a networked space through which British residents could proffer their own specific
perspectives on national, regional and imperial affairs. This paper will examine how Fort
Marlborough (Bengkulu, Sumatra) functioned as both center and periphery in the world of the
East Indian Company, serving as a base for the training of writers, translators and other
officials, a stop on the circuit of sites that stretched from St. Helena (off the coast of Angola) to
the Bay of Bengal, and a center in the cultural production of Britishness abroad. Here EIC
employees deployed theatre, poetry, and history to reflect upon their own presence and status
as agents of British modernity. One such entrepreneur, East India Company Secretary William
Marsden, wrote an epilogue to a staging of The Wonder at Fort Marlborough that canvassed
the temporal and cultural politics of British imperial rule and Malays’ place in the scales of
civilization in ways anticipated his History of Sumatra (1783), a work that stages the relations
between English and Malay culture as part of a narrative of “world history” that Britain had
inaugurated. Fort Marlborough thus illustrates how actors living in even the most inaccessible
parts of EIC domains are able not only to insert themselves into the weft of collective narratives
emanating from Britain, but also to create new and different kinds of centers, peripheries and
publics that imperial denizens--whether east or west, north or south --could appreciate.
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‘Olive Schreiner to Havelock Ellis, 28 August 1884, Harry Ransom Research Center, University of Texas at
Austin, Olive Schreiner Letters Project transcription’, Olive Schreiner Letters Project,
https://www.oliveschreiner.org, lines 20-21.

